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28 May - 10 July 2021



This event has for goal to bring together five Parisian galleries around the
same theme of animals in art from Antiquity to Today. Free in their choices
of pieces to expose, the galleries will offer their own selection of animalistic
pieces with tastes and surprises. The variety of specialty from the exhibitors
will allow to regroup a wide public to tour around Saint-Germain-des-Près
and discover, through the galleries, the theme of the animal in all its forms
under the eye of the talented Victor Cadene.

Press presentation on April 8th, 
at the Galerie Chenel from 10am to 12am.

 
Preview on May 27th

 
Closing party on July 10th. 

 Galerie Jacques Barrère
Galerie Chenel

Galerie Xavier Eeckhout
Galerie Jacques Lacoste 

Galerie Lucas Ratton

are delighted to present "Animal, itinéraire Saint-Germain". 



GALERIE JACQUES BARRERE 

F A R - E A S T E RN  AR T

Galerie Jacques Barrère is located in the heart of Paris, the beautiful Saint-Germain-des-Pres.
Since its creation in 1969, the gallery has organized many exhibitions, aimed at promoting the
arts of the Far East to museums and collectors. It is specialized in Chinese art objects –
sculpture, archeology and decorative arts, as well as Japanese porcelain and sculpture and the
statuary of Gandhara from India and South East Asia.
Antoine Barrère followed in the footsteps of his father and joined the gallery at the end of the
1990s. A specialist in Khmer art, he opened the gallery in Southeast Asia and India. In 2008, he
took over from the head of the family business. Five years later he opened a new location in
Hong Kong, offering his expertise to the Asian art market. He continues to trade in works of Far
Eastern art that he regularly presents at major art fairs such as Tefaf Maastricht and the
Biennale des Antiquaries.
 
For the “Animal” exhibition, Galerie Jacques Barrère invites you to come along on a journey
through the intimate and spiritual relationship that Asia holds with animals. In Asia, animals are
revered, weather it is as human auxiliaries on farms and in war, predators or objects of worship,
they are always seen as companions. This diversity is reflected in the arts ranging from spiritual
sculptures of the Chu Kingdom to the playful decorative arts of the 17th century.

Camel
China, Tang Dynasty (618-907), enameled terracotta, 

H.: 87 cm.  



Phoenix on Tiger 
China, China, Chu Kingdom, Warring States period, 4th - 3rd century BC, carved and varnished wood , H.: 96 cm.  



GALERIE CHENEL

ARCHA EO LOG Y

Gallery Chenel is a family business that is driven by a passion for sculpture. It specializes in
archaeological objects, with particular emphasis on Roman arts. Established in Paris in 1999, the
gallery has grown over the years and it has settled on Quai Voltaire, opposite the Louvre
Museum, where it has fitted a modern exhibition space, a shrine for antique pieces. It is proud
on proposing object of taste and quality. Expertise and attention to provenance, in order to give
customers a full guarantee of authenticity, are primary to the gallery. Among his clients, it has
curators well as passionate collectors, decorators and art lovers. The gallery's professionalism
ensures that all can by with confidence.

In Classical art, the animal occupies a primary role. Terrestrial representation of Egyptian Deities,
they are sublime when interpreted by the Greeks and Roman in their art as well as the
architecture. In this Exhibition, The Galerie Chenel thought of a collection occupied with
domestic and wild animals, both real or mythologic; terrestrial, aquatic or 8aerial; So many
creatures fascinated artist throughout time including Pablo Picasso whose ceramics on this
theme that were dear to him are exposed as well. A frozen menagerie for this timeless grouped
itinerary in the heart of Saint-Germain-des-Près.

Seated Panther
Roman, middle of the 2nd century AD, under the reign of EmperorHadiran (117-138), bigio antico marble, H.: 42 cm. 

Provenance: Former private collection of Count Xavier Branicki, Chateau de Montresor, France. 
In the same family since the early 19th century. 



Goat
Roman, 1st century AD, marble, H.: 50 cm. 

Provenance: Sold at Sotheby’s, Antiquities, London, 29 March 1971, lot 166.
With Paul Wengraf (1894-1978), The Arcade Gallery, London, acquired from the above.

Paul Wallraf Collection (1890-1981), Cologne and London, acquired from the above by 1974.
Sold at Sotheby’s, Works of Art and Furniture from the Collection of the Late Paul Wallraf, London, 8-9 December 1983, lot 212.

With Manson Gallery, London.
James and Marilyn Alsdorf collection, Illinois, USA, acquired from the above in 1988.



GALERIE XAVIER EECKHOUT

AN IMA L  S CU L P T UR E S

After twenty years near Drouot, Xavier Eeckhout joined Saint-Germain-des-Prés in September
2018, opening a new gallery designed by Charles Zana. Specialised in animal sculpture from
1880 to 1950, Xavier Eeckhout has a particular passion for the artists of the 1930s, Rembrandt
Bugatti, François Pompon, Edouard Marcel Sandoz, Albéric Collin for the most renowned, but
also for more confidential sculptors, such as Charles Artus, Gaston Le Bourgeois, Marcel Lémar.
For more than ten years, he participates in the international fairs TEFAF Maastricht, BRAFA
Brussels, Masterpiece, PAD London and Fine Arts Paris.

Animal art was born as a genre in the 19th century, after the creation of the Museum d’Histoire
naturelle in 1793 and the works of Buffon then Darwin at the end of the 19th century. The
creation of the Société des Peintres animaliers and the success of Barye at the Salon of 1831
were the first steps in this evolution. At the beginning of the 20th century, animal sculptures
became as much a part of Art Deco interiors as the human figure ; Pompon left Rodin to devote
himself to his art, Bugatti sculpted in the cages of the Jardin des Plantes as close as possible to
his models, and Sandoz federated the Animaliers. Xavier Eeckhout Gallery will present a bronze
by Bugatti, two animals cheek to cheek. The link between animals is a subject so dear to Bugatti,
nicknamed the "narrator of animal psychologies". This rare bronze, with limited edition, was
exhibited at the Cleveland Museum and corresponds to Bugatti's last period, when his art
reached technical and stylistic perfection.

Jan and Joël Martel (1896-1966) 
Pigeon à queue plate 

Model created and conceived in 1925, white marble, signed, H.: 29,5 cm. 
Provenance: Former collection Florence Langer Martel, Jan's daughter.



Rembrandt BUGATTI (Milano, 1884 - Paris, 1916)
Zèbre et Antilope, joue contre joue

Bronze signed ‘R.BUGATTI’, numbered 1, dated 1910 and titled, stamped with the A.-A. Hébrard foundry seal, 
model created in 1909-1910, this one melted in 1910, limited edition of 3, H.: 36,5 cm. 

Provenance: M. Recoudo n° inv. 2207, 1911, according to the Hébrard archives. 



GALERIE JACQUES LACOSTE

DECORA T I V E  AR T S  1 9 3 0 S - 1 9 5 0 S  

Jacques Lacoste has been involved in the dealing of 20th-century decorative arts since 1997, and
is renowned for rediscovering and promoting French designs from the 1930s up until the 1950s
(Jean Royère, Max Ingrand, Alexandre Noll, Georges Jouve, Serge Mouille, Charlotte Perriand,
Jean Prouvé, Diego and Alberto Giacometti, Jean-Michel Frank, Pierre Chareau, Jacques-Émile
Ruhlmann, Jean Dunand)…
Galerie Jacques Lacoste boasts a considerable archive and is therefore the go-to place for
information on the works of Jean Royère. This archive comprises over 10,000 documents,
including numerous plans, drawings and original photographs, which bear witness to the
decorator’s tireless activity. The gallery has contributed extensively to revealing Jean Royère’s
innovative spirit and decorative fantasy through constant research, brought to the public eye
through regular exhibitions and publications.
 
The gallery has a particular interest in furniture designed by sculptors, regularly offering works
by Alberto and Diego Giacometti. During the 2016 edition of Design Miami/Basel, Galerie Jacques
Lacoste unveiled an exceptional bronze Chambres à livres (Book Chamber), commissioned by
publisher Marc Barbezat in the 1960s. This itinerary drawn on the « animal » theme allows the
gallery to present some pieces by Diego Giacometti, famous for his bestiary, espcecially a pair of
candleholders with turtles inpatinated bronze. 
Two spectacular wall lights « Argus » by Albert Cheuret will also be displayed in the gallery rue de
Seine. Coming from the artist's family, thess lights, inspired by exotic and even fantastic birds,
combine the rigor of a clean line and the desire for naturalistic representation for a result of
great modernity.

Albert CHEURET (1884 – 1966)
Pair of « Argus » wall lights

Circa 1925, patinated bronze and alabaster, signed Albert Cheuret, H.: 94 cm.
Provenance: Granddaughter of the artist.

©Hervé Lewandowski_Courtesy Galerie Jacques Lacoste 



Diego GIACOMETTI (1902-1985)
Pair of photophores with turtles 

Circa 1976, Green antic patina and glass bowls, H.: 43,5 cm (with the glass).
Exhibited at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in 1986 for the Diego Giacometti exhibition. 

©Hervé Lewandowski_Courtesy Galerie Jacques Lacoste 



GALERIE LUCAS RATTON

 T R I B A L  AR T

TheGalerie Lucas Ratton, which specializes in tribal art, presents works from sub-Saharan Africa,
Oceania and British Columbia. 
The gallery has recently moved into its new space at 11 rue Bonaparte, opposite the École des
Beaux-Arts, where Lucas Ratton continues the family tradition in the manner of his great-uncle
Charles Ratton, who, as early as 1936, made tribal art and surrealist objects respond to one
another. The gallery organizes exhibitions in which extra-European art meets and dialogues with
modern and contemporary art. 

On the occasion of the exhibition entitled “Animal”, the gallery will offer a selection of tribal
artworks echoing sculptures by François-Xavier Lalanne. The statuettes, which are the media of
animist rituals and represent the mythical animals of the various tribal cosmogonies, will thus be
confronted with the French sculptor's quasi-mythological bestiary. 

François-Xavier Lalanne
Âne Baté (grand)

1985/2002-03, bronze, H.: 165 cm. 



 Senoufo Statuette
Senoufo, Ivory Coast, late 19th century, wood and pigments, H.: 160 cm.  

Provenance: Collection Harry A. Franklin, Los Angeles, before 1983 
Collection Valerie Franklin, Beverly Hills, 1983-1990 

Galerie Daniel Hourdé, Paris, acquired in 1990 
Collection Robert 'Bobby' Haas, 2002
Galerie Ratton-Hourdé, Paris, 2004

Important Belgium private collection since 2004
 



VICTOR CADENE

V I S U A L  I D E N T I T Y

Victor is a retailer. Artist / Illustrator specializing in the decorative arts, he is in constant search of
unspeakable harmony. He draws instinctively around a few chromatic vibration ...

In his paper scenographies, small theatre of a dreamed everyday life, he imagines miniature and
baroque architectures where opulent patterns and colours reign. Each element is drawn by
hand before being cut with a scalpel and then refined, retouched, placed, glued, brushed to
achieve the perfection of the moment. The paper then takes shape in the form of successive
layers seeking concordance, suspended time and the capture of a dream come true with paper.
An intuitive, spontaneous and ornamental work, which borrows from the Decorative Arts by
leaving a frame, which has become, a trademark under Victor's pencil.
The drawing then becomes the model and comes to life in decorative staging; it transforms into
wallpapers, fabrics and dreamlike scenographies, like his collaborations for the Parisian windows
of Shang Xia or with his series of exclusive illustrations for the house Diptyque.

For the “Animal Itinerary, Rive Gauche route” exhibition, Victor Cadene has imagined a decor
common to all the galleries, a universe populated by animals of all specialties.

Instagram : @victorcadene
www.victor-cadene.com



Galerie Jacques Barrère
36, rue Mazarine - 75006 Paris
Tél : 01 43 26 57 61
Contact: Hester Middelweerd
hester@barreresa.com

Galerie Lucas Ratton
11, rue Bonaparte - 75006 Paris

Tél : 01 46 33 06 24
Contact: Clémence Chevallier

contact@lucasratton.com

Galerie Xavier Eeckhout
8 bis, rue Jacques Callot - 75006 Paris
Tél : 01 48 00 02 11
Contact: Aurélie Pagot
aurelie@xaviereeckhout.com

Galerie Jacques Lacoste
12, rue de Seine - 75006 Paris 

Tél : 01 40 20 41 82
Contact: Justine Forest

justine@jacqueslacoste.com 

Galerie Chenel
3, quai Voltaire - 75007 Paris
Tél : 01 42 97 44 09
Contact: Gladys Chenel
gl.chenel@gmail.com


